**Jr. High Books**

Across Five Aprils
Al Capone Does My Shirts
American Born Chinese
Among the Imposters
Animal Farm
Anthem
Art of Keeping Cool, The
*Beauty *Bull Run (Elem.)
Call of the Wild, The
Cay, The
Choosing Up Sides
+++Christmas Box, The
Christmas Carol, A
Cold Sassy Tree
+++Crash
Cry
Dark is Rising, The
Darkness over Denmark
Death Be Not Proud
Deathwatch
+++Decantation
Devil’s Arithmetic
Diary of Anne Frank, The
Dixie’s Song
Dogsong
Downriver
+++Dragonwings
+++Edith Hamilton’s
*Esperanza Rising (Elem.
Ender’s Game
*Harry Potter #1 (Elem)
Hiding Place
Hitch Hiker’s Guide to
Hobbit, The
House on Mango Street,
+++Hunger Games, The
Iliad, The
Jason’s Gold (Elem)
Joey Pigza Swallowed
Johnny Tremain
Journey to Topaz
Land, The
+++Lay that Trumpet
Les Miserable
*Lighthouse Thief (Elem)
Lizzy Bright
Long Way from
Chicago(Elem)
Lottery Rose
Maniac Magee (Elem)
Maze, The
Memory
+++Milkweed
Miracle Worker, The
Mississippi Trial
Mythology
Night John
No Way Out
Nothing But the Truth
Odesey, The
Out of the Dust
Outsiders, The
Over the Top of the World
Pigman
Randall’s Wall
River Between Us, The
Roll of Thunder
Romeo and Juliet
Rule of the Road
Running out of Time
Seed Folks
+++Separate Peace, A
Shipwreck at the Bottom
+++Skeleton Creek
+++Soldier Boys
Stargirl
+++Steadfast
String in the Harp
*Tale of Desperaux (Elem)
Tale of Two Cities
Taming of the Shrew
Tangerine
Teacher’s Funeral
That was then, this is

**High School Books**

1984
+++A Long Way Gone
Alas, Babylon
All Quiet on the Western
+++And then there were
Animal Farm
Antigone
As I Lay Dying
Big Sky, The
+++Book Thief, The
+++Cold Sassy Tree
+++chosen, The
Crime and Punishment
Crucible, The
+++Dandelion Wine
Cry the Beloved Country
Death of A Salesman
+++Dorian Gray
Dracula
Dubliner, The
Edith Hamilton’s Myth
Ender’s Game
Ender’s Shadow
Ethan Frome
Fahrenheit 451
Frankenstein
Frederick Douglass, Life
Glass Menagerie
Good Earth, The
Good Night, Mr. Tom
Grapes of Wrath, The
Great Expectations

---

*Fablehaven (Elem.4’ 5th)
+++Far World: Water
Farewell of Manzanara
+++Fire from the Rock
Flowers for Algernon
Freak the Mighty
Getting Away w/ Murder
+++Ghost in the Machine
Giver
Golden Goblet
+++Graveyard Book
Grey King, The
*Harry Potter #1(Elem)
Hiding Place
Hitch Hiker’s Guide to
Hobbit, The
House on Mango Street,
+++Hunger Games, The
Iliad, The
Jason’s Gold (Elem)
Joey Pigza Swallowed
Johnny Tremain
Journey to Topaz
Land, The
+++Lay that Trumpet
Les Miserable
*Lighthouse Thief (Elem)
Lizzy Bright
Long Way from
Chicago(Elem)
Lottery Rose
Maniac Magee (Elem)
Maze, The
Memory
+++Milkweed
Miracle Worker, The
Mississippi Trial
Mythology
Night John
No Way Out
Nothing But the Truth
Odesey, The
Out of the Dust
Outsiders, The
Over the Top of the World
Pigman
Randall’s Wall
River Between Us, The
Roll of Thunder
Romeo and Juliet
Rule of the Road
Running out of Time
Seed Folks
+++Separate Peace, A
Shipwreck at the Bottom
+++Skeleton Creek
+++Soldier Boys
Stargirl
+++Steadfast
String in the Harp
*Tale of Desperaux (Elem)
Tale of Two Cities
Taming of the Shrew
Tangerine
Teacher’s Funeral
That was then, this is

---

**KEY**

*Used extensively in elem. or part of their anthology
+++ Added new to list

---

*Elephant,
*Elem.
*(grade Honors only)
**To Kill a Mockingbird
*(9th Grade Honors only)